CHESS Users’ Meeting

Science Talks

**John Colson** (Cornell University – Dichtel Group)

**Andrew Gulick** (Hauptman-Woodward Medical Research Institute and University of Buffalo)
“Structural Studies of Multidomain Enzymes Involved in Natural Product Synthesis”

**Gregory Van Duyne** (University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine and Howard Hughes Medical Institute)
“Using SAXS to Test Structural Models of Macromolecular Complexes in Solution”

Tribute to Bob Batterman
Founding Director, CHESS

**Mike Bedzyk** (Northwestern and APS, Chicago)

**Lonny Berman** (Brookhaven National Laboratory)

**Helmut Dosch** (DESY)

**Jerry Hastings** (Stanford University)

**Gene Ice** (Oak Ridge National Laboratory)

**Gerd Materlik** (Diamond)

**Denis McWhan** (Brookhaven National Laboratory)

**Denny Mills** (Advanced Photon Source)

**Sarvjit Shastri** (Advanced Photon Source)

**Herman Winick** (Stanford University)

**Jorg Zegenhagen** (Grenoble)

After Dinner Speaker: **Prof. Neil Ashcroft** (Cornell University)

For more information and registration: [http://www.chess.cornell.edu](http://www.chess.cornell.edu)

Robert Purcell Conference Center
Cornell University - Ithaca, NY 14853

June 22, 2011